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à Abstract
It was shown by Gillespie (1974) that if two genotypes produce the same aver-
age number of offspring on  but have a different variance associated within each genera-
tion, the genotype with a lower variance will have a higher effective fitness. Specifi-
cally, the effective fitness is we =w−Σ
2
N , where w is the mean fitness, Σ
2
 is the variance
in offspring number, and N is the total population size. The model also predicts that if a
strategy has a higher arithmetic mean fitness and a higher variance than the competitor,
the outcome of selection will depend on the population size (with larger population sizes
favoring the high variance, high mean genotype). This suggests that for metapopulations
with large numbers of (relatively) small demes, a strategy with lower variance and lower
mean  may  be  favored  if  the  migration  rate  is  low  while  higher  migration  rates
(consistent with a larger effective population size) favor the opposite strategy. Individual
based simulation confirms that this is indeed the case for an island model of migration,
though the effect of migration differs greatly depending on whether migration precedes
or follows selection. It is noted in the appendix that while Gillespie 1974 does seem to
be heuristically accurate, it is not clear that the definition of effective fitness follows
from his derivation.
Keywords:  Semelparity,  Iteroparity,  Life  History  Evolution,  Metapopulation,  Bet−
Hedging
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à Introduction: Intra and Intergeneration Variance
The reproductive strategies of various organisms generally fall under two broad
categories: semelparity  and iteroparity. Semelparous organisms (for example, annual
plants) make a single large reproductive effort, usually at the end of their lives, while
iteroparous  organisms  (e.g.  perennials)  spread  their  reproduction  out  over  several
clutches or seasons, with no particular requirement for equal reproductive success in any
season.
The evolution of semelparity and iteroparity are often addressed in terms of life
history trade−offs  and reproductive effort  optimization (Charnov and Schaffer 1973,
Schaffer 1974), but another main factor in assessing the relative successes of these strate-
gies lies in the variance in offspring number and the intrinsic "risk spreading" and "bet
hedging" nature of iteroparity (Stearns and Crandall 1981, Stearns  2000). Assuming all
else  is  equal  (namely tradeoffs  between survival  and  reproduction are  such  that  the
semelparous and iteroparous strategies being compared give the same net reproductive
outpu),  it  can  be  shown that  iteroparity can  neverthless  remain the  favored strategy
because multiple reproductive strategies can be said to "spread the risk" and "hedge the
player’s bets."  What this  means intuitively is  that  the semelparous organism plays a
strategy of "all or nothing" in its reproductive effort while the iteroparous organism, in
the fashion of a gambler, staggers its risk over multiple smaller efforts.
The difference in the two strategies lie in the expected variance in surviving
offspring. If a genotype i produces ki  clutches of ni  offspring, where each clutch sur-
vives or fails as a whole with probability Πi  (a reasonable assumption for bird’s nests
suffering from predation or seed crops which survive or fail as a whole due to the vagar-
ies of rain or drought), the mean and variance in fitness are: 
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H1L wi = Exi = ni  ki  ΠiH2L Σi 2 = Var HxiL = ni 2  ki  Πi  H1 - ΠiL
For a semelparous organism, k=1, while for an iteroparous organims that pro-
duces the same total number of offspring over its lifetime, k>1 and the number of off-
spring per clutch n is less than that of the semelparous strategy. As a result, the variance
of the iteroparous strategy will be much lower than for its semelparous counterpart. For
example, a semelparous organism that has one clutch of 10 offspring which survive or
fail with probability 0.1 has a variance Σ2 = 9, while an iteroparous organism producing
10 clutches with a single offspring over the course of its life, each with a survival proba-
bility of 0.1, has a variance of  0.9 (the mean for both is 1). Over the entire population,
the effect is more pronounced when the high variance genotypes are few in number,
because the variance in the sample mean is inversely proportional to the sample size (i.e.
extinction due to stochastic fluctuation is more likely when the strategy with greater
fluctuation is at a low initial frequency).
The higher expected net profit associated with bet−hedging   has long been appre-
ciated by gamblers and investors,  who prefer to place multiple small increment bets
rather than a single large one on order to gain a higher reward. The use of the geometric
mean to measure the gain in expected wealth under these competing scenarios, and the
subsequent demonstration that spreading one’s wealth yields higher net profit, was first
formally proposed by Daniel Bernoulli in 1738 and has since become a standard model
for diversified portfolio building in finance (e.g. Keown et al 2001), and as an explana-
tion for why heterogeneous assemblages of organisms tend to be more robust to environ-
mental perturbation than homogeneous assemblages (Tilman et al 2000).
The extension of these results to evolutionary biology is quite obvious  (Stearns
2000 )  because biological  lineages,  like  investments,  grow or  contract  geometrically
rather than additively . If there is a single lineage with relatively few representatives, the
effects of a low reproductive output have a much stronger effect than those generations
where a large number of offspring are produced, in that a single generation of zero off-
spring can kill off a lineage in spite of past successes.
It is therefore desirable to have a measure of fitness which reflects the effects of
the second as well as the first moment, because the arithmetic mean fitness alone is not
an adequate predictor for which strategy is more likely to become fixed. A number of
heuristic  arguments  have  been  made  favoring  the  use  of  the  geometric  mean,  i.e.
Wg = HÛi=1n wi L1n  , which has the desired property Wg <w when 0< Σ2 . There is a conve-
nient approximation for the geometric mean in terms of arithmetic mean and variance,
i.e.
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For sufficiently small w, this can be approximated as Wg >w−Σ
2
2  via a geometric expan-
sion of 1/w2 .
It has been shown (Haldane and Jayakar 1963, Gillespie 1973, 1977, Proulx and
Day 2001) that for a stochastic environment, the geometric mean (or at least the first two
terms of a Taylor expansion corresponding to the above) is an accurate measure of fit-
ness and a predictor of fixation probability, unlike the arithmetic mean. However, inter-
nal stochasticity in number of offspring (within generation variance in fitness)  is not
equivalent  to  stochasticity  in  offspring  survival  due  to  environmental  fluctuation
(between generation variance in fitness).
In the case of offspring number variance within a generation, the selection and
drift terms differ from those derived for stochastic selection. It was shown by Gillespie
(1974) that the effective fitness is a function of population size N, i.e. the effective fit-
ness of genotype i is we,i =wi −Σi
2
N .  Not only is fitness decreased as a result of high vari-
ance in offspring number, but the effect is more pronounced for small populations than
for large ones (which is more or less consistent with our intuition about the effects of
variance, given that a lineages are more likely to become extinct due to offspring num-
ber when there are fewere of them). While certain parts of his derivation are question-
able and unclear (see Appendix), this measure of effective fitness seems to predict evolu-
tionary dynamics that are confirmed below by individual based simulations.
The effects of population size has a number of potentially interesting implica-
tions for  selection on variance in  metapopulations.  Given two strategies,  one a high
mean, high variance strategy and the other a lower mean, lower variance strategy (i.e.
w1 < w2 , Σ1
2 <Σ2
2 ) there will be some critical population size (see Figure 1) at which the
effective fitnesses are equal, so that below the critical value the lower variance strategy
is more likely to become fixed, while above it the higher mean strategy is more likely to
go to fixation.  This critical value (which only exists when the high variance strategy is
also the higher mean strategy) is N` = Σ22-Σ12
w1-w2
.
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à Single Deme Dynamics
Gillespie (1974) derived the Kolmogorov backward equation for haploid geno-
types with variance in offspring number. Collecting the terms associated with the first
and second partials of allele frequency, (with wi =1+Μi )H3L
¶ Φ Hp, N, tL

¶t
= p H1 - pL ikjΜ2 - Μ1 + Σ12 - Σ22N y{z ¶¶p @Φ Hp, N, tLD +
p H1 - pL
2 N  HH1 - pL Σ12 + pΣ22L ¶2¶p2 @Φ Hp, N, tLD
(again, see the Appendix for issues relating to its derivation) . The only contribution to
the diffusion term is the variance in offspring number. Genetic drift due to binomial
sampling of gametes is not taken into account in (3), since in the absence of offspring
number variance the diffusion term in (3) is 0 (as if it were an infinite population).
It follows that the probability of fixation of a genotype with initial frequency p
and fitness mean/variance Μ1 , Σ12  is
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U  HpL = à0pHH1 - xL Σ12 + xΣ22L2 J N HΜ1 -Μ2 LΣ12 -Σ22 -1N âxà
0
1HH1 - xL Σ12 + xΣ22L2 J N HΜ1 -Μ2 LΣ12 -Σ22 -1N âx
U(p)  is  independent  of  population  size  N when Μ1 =Μ2 .  As  Gillespie  (1974)
noted, this is because the "effective fitness" contribution scales inversely with 1/N, as
does the strength of selection relative to stochastic fcactors, so that these opposite tenden-
cies cancel. Therefore, U(p) is a constant with respect to population size when the arith-
metic mean fitnesses are equal. From (4) one can calculate the fixation probabilities of
the various strategies for Σ12 =0.9 versus Σ12 =9 (these parameters correspond to k1 =10
clutches of a single offspring versus k2 =1 clutch of n2 =10, with survival probabilities of
0.1 per clutch) as a function of initial frequency. These values, shown for the high vari-
ance strategy in Figure 2, are the same for any population size.
In contrast, if the arithmetic means are not equal, population size does have an
effect because the fitness differential does not scale as 1/N,  i.e. the stochastic sample
variance and the strength of selection are not precisely  inversely related . If the strategy
with  higher  variance  has  a  higher  arithmetic  mean,  the  relative  fitness  values  will
depend on population size,  with the higher  variance strategy being favored in  suffi-
ciently large populations.
Consider again the case of w1 >w2  (1 vs. 0.9) and Σ12 >Σ22  (0.81 and 9), corre-
sponding to competition between a genotype that produces 9 clutches with one offspring
versus a single clutch of 10. The critical population size at which the two strategies are
"neutral" is N` =82.  Figure 3 plots the fixation probabilities of the strategies for different
initial values of p. In 3a (which shows the fixation probability of the high variance, low
mean strategy), both strategies have equal initial frequencies p=0.5, and it can be seen
that the fixation probability is approximately 0.5 when N is just over 80. 
Figure 3b plots the probability of the high variance, low mean strategy’s probabil-
ity of invasion (i.e. probability of fixation given an initial frequency of 1/N). The high
values for very small population sizes simply reflect the artifact that the initial frequency
is high for N of order unity. When the population size is sufficiently large (82<N) that
the effective fitness of the high variance strategy is higher than its competitor, the inva-
sion probability becomes higher than it was for populations of 10<N<80, but not enough
to fully compensate for the effects of low initial frequency. It is interesting, however,
that the fixation probability of a high variance invader is actually greater at an initial
frequency of  1/N=0.001 than at 1/N=0.2 because of the effects of population size on
fitness.
The last figure in the set (3c) shows the invasion probability of a low variance,
low mean strategy from an initial frequency of 1/N. As expected, the invasion probabili-
ties for small N are high due to two factors: a high initial frequency, and a high effective
fitness at low population sizes.
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 Individual Based Simulations: Selection on Variance in Offspring Number in a Single Deme
The analytical results in the previous section and in Gillespie (1974) are qualita-
tively consistent with the outcome of individual based simulations for selection on mean
offspring number and variance. The simulations were written in the C programming
language and copies of the program code are available from the author upon request.
In every simulation, a certain proportion of individuals p in a population of N
are chosen to be semelparous, the rest are iteroparous. During the simulated life cycle,
every individual produces either on average  n1  offspring or an average of k2 clutches (in
both cases chosen from a Poisson distribution) of single offspring, which survive or fail
as clutches with probabilities Π, 1−Π.  Those remaining are pooled into an offspring propu-
lation, and a sample of N offspring is chosen for the next generation. Selection is "soft,"
(i.e.  Levene 1953, Wallace 1968)  and population size remains constant across itera-
tions. Generations are non−overlapping,  so that the only contributions to the population
at time t+1 are the offspring of individuals at time t.
Two sets of simulations were conducted. The first set had equal initial frequen-
cies for both strategies, while in the second set, the entire population (except for one
individual) was set to a given strategy in order to investigate the probability of invasion
of high and low variance genotypes. The simulations were run for 1000 generations,
wsufficiently  many  so  that  one  strategy  is  almost  always  fixed  in  the  population
(because selection is  effectively directional  or  neutral  in  spite  of  fluctuating relative
fitnesses and there is not true frequency dependence, stable coexistence can probably be
excluded) . In turn, there were 1000 runs of each 1000 generation cycle so that fixation
probabilties  could  be  averaged over  multiple runs (note that  in  all  simulations 1000
generations was enough time for one allele to become lost or fixed by the end of each
run, so that transient frequencies never entered into the estimations).
Figures 4a,b  plot the fixation probabilities given equal initial frequencies of two
strategies as a function of population size. In 4a, the strategies have equal arithmetic
mean fitness (w1 =w2 =1) but different variances (Σ12 =0.9, Σ22 =9). The analytical solu-
tions to the diffusion equations predict that the fixation probability of either strategy is
independent of population size. For an initial frequency of 0.5, the low variance strategy
has a fixation probability of approximately 0.8 (Figure 4a) for a wide range of popula-
tion sizes, which qualitatively is quite close to the analytical prediction of U(0.5)=0.82.
The only anomaly is the slightly higher fixation probabilities for very small population
sizes (N<50),  which are probably due to the effects of genetic drift in the simulations.
In 4b,  the high variance strategy has  a  higher arithmetic mean,  i.e.  (w1 =0.9,
w2 =1) with corresponding variances calculated from the number of clutches and sur-
vival probabilities (Σ12 =0.81, Σ22 =9). In a small population the lower variance strategy
has a slightly higher fixation probability given equal initial frequencies, as the effective
fitness of the low variance strategy is higher in spite of its lower arithmetic mean, while
for sufficiently large population sizes (N at 100 or greater) the higher variance, high
mean strategy has a higher effective fitness and probability of fixation. Qualitatively, it
is similar to the analytical predictions for the same parameters shown in 3a.
The probability of invasion by a high variance (see Figure 4c) strategy is invari-
ably low. Unless w1 <<w2  the fixation probabilities of a mutant with higher variance
than the resident genotype will always be very low. The higher variance strategy has to
reach a relatively high frequency in order for its effective fitness to be higher than the
resident, and the only way of doing so is through drift running counter to initial negative
selection. The match between 4c and the corresponding analytical prediction of
fixation probability (Fig. 3b) is quite poor for small populations, presumably due to the
high probability of losing an unfavorable rare allele due to both genetic drift and selec-
tion. Since the results of every set of simulations were averaged over multiple (1000)
trials, the difference is not due to sampling error alone, but to the fact that the diffusion
equations and their solutions (Eqs. 3−4)  do not includ the effects of genetic drift proper,
which is a factor in individual based simulations as it is in nature. This also accounts for
the non−constant  fixation probabilities of the low variance strategy in the case where
arithmetic means are equal (i.e. Figure 4a). 
In contrast, the analytical predictions for invasion probabilities of the low vari-
ance strategy in 3c are a fairly good match to the individual based simulation results in
4d, presumably again due to the combined effects of high frequency and effective fitness
outweighing sampling error in the simulations.
Some of the discrepancy between individual based simulations and analytical
results is also due to the fact that the diffusion approximation only gives accurate predic-
tions of selection and sampling dynamics under a restrictive range of parameters. In the
case of selection for variance in offspring number, the coefficients associated with the
diffusion and drift terms alike are quite high due to the large variances in the number of
progeny for one of the strategies. If selection coefficients are of higher order than the
variance contributions, the assumptions behind the approximation start to break down
because  the  higher  moments  associated  with  the  selection  term become  significant.
These limitations of the diffusion approximation are discussed in Kimura (1964) and in
Ewens (2003).
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equations and their solutions (Eqs. 3−4)  do not includ the effects of genetic drift proper,
which is a factor in individual based simulations as it is in nature. This also accounts for
the non−constant  fixation probabilities of the low variance strategy in the case where
arithmetic means are equal (i.e. Figure 4a). 
In contrast, the analytical predictions for invasion probabilities of the low vari-
ance strategy in 3c are a fairly good match to the individual based simulation results in
4d, presumably again due to the combined effects of high frequency and effective fitness
outweighing sampling error in the simulations.
Some of the discrepancy between individual based simulations and analytical
results is also due to the fact that the diffusion approximation only gives accurate predic-
tions of selection and sampling dynamics under a restrictive range of parameters. In the
case of selection for variance in offspring number, the coefficients associated with the
diffusion and drift terms alike are quite high due to the large variances in the number of
progeny for one of the strategies. If selection coefficients are of higher order than the
variance contributions, the assumptions behind the approximation start to break down
because  the  higher  moments  associated  with  the  selection  term become  significant.
These limitations of the diffusion approximation are discussed in Kimura (1964) and in
Ewens (2003).
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The analytical results in the previous section and in Gillespie (1974) are qualita-
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offspring number and variance. The simulations were written in the C programming
language and copies of the program code are available from the author upon request.
In every simulation, a certain proportion of individuals p in a population of N
are chosen to be semelparous, the rest are iteroparous. During the simulated life cycle,
every individual produces either on average  n1  offspring or an average of k2 clutches (in
both cases chosen from a Poisson distribution) of single offspring, which survive or fail
as clutches with probabilities Π, 1−Π.  Those remaining are pooled into an offspring propu-
lation, and a sample of N offspring is chosen for the next generation. Selection is "soft,"
(i.e.  Levene 1953, Wallace 1968)  and population size remains constant across itera-
tions. Generations are non−overlapping,  so that the only contributions to the population
at time t+1 are the offspring of individuals at time t.
Two sets of simulations were conducted. The first set had equal initial frequen-
cies for both strategies, while in the second set, the entire population (except for one
individual) was set to a given strategy in order to investigate the probability of invasion
of high and low variance genotypes. The simulations were run for 1000 generations,
wsufficiently  many  so  that  one  strategy  is  almost  always  fixed  in  the  population
(because selection is  effectively directional  or  neutral  in  spite  of  fluctuating relative
fitnesses and there is not true frequency dependence, stable coexistence can probably be
excluded) . In turn, there were 1000 runs of each 1000 generation cycle so that fixation
probabilties  could  be  averaged over  multiple runs (note that  in  all  simulations 1000
generations was enough time for one allele to become lost or fixed by the end of each
run, so that transient frequencies never entered into the estimations).
Figures 4a,b  plot the fixation probabilities given equal initial frequencies of two
strategies as a function of population size. In 4a, the strategies have equal arithmetic
mean fitness (w1 =w2 =1) but different variances (Σ12 =0.9, Σ22 =9). The analytical solu-
tions to the diffusion equations predict that the fixation probability of either strategy is
independent of population size. For an initial frequency of 0.5, the low variance strategy
has a fixation probability of approximately 0.8 (Figure 4a) for a wide range of popula-
tion sizes, which qualitatively is quite close to the analytical prediction of U(0.5)=0.82.
The only anomaly is the slightly higher fixation probabilities for very small population
sizes (N<50),  which are probably due to the effects of genetic drift in the simulations.
In 4b,  the high variance strategy has  a  higher arithmetic mean,  i.e.  (w1 =0.9,
w2 =1) with corresponding variances calculated from the number of clutches and sur-
vival probabilities (Σ12 =0.81, Σ22 =9). In a small population the lower variance strategy
has a slightly higher fixation probability given equal initial frequencies, as the effective
fitness of the low variance strategy is higher in spite of its lower arithmetic mean, while
for sufficiently large population sizes (N at 100 or greater) the higher variance, high
mean strategy has a higher effective fitness and probability of fixation. Qualitatively, it
is similar to the analytical predictions for the same parameters shown in 3a.
The probability of invasion by a high variance (see Figure 4c) strategy is invari-
ably low. Unless w1 <<w2  the fixation probabilities of a mutant with higher variance
than the resident genotype will always be very low. The higher variance strategy has to
reach a relatively high frequency in order for its effective fitness to be higher than the
resident, and the only way of doing so is through drift running counter to initial negative
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à Migration: Effective Population Size in a Metapopulation
Because the effective fitness (4) of a strategy depends on population size, factors
that influence the number of individuals of a given genotype sampled in each generation
can alter the likelihood that a given strategy will become fixed or lost.
In particular, consider a metapopulation (Levins 1968, Hanski and Gilpin 1991)
consisting of D demes, each with N individuals. If there is no migration in the system,
then clearly the dynamics are determined by the number of individuals N within each
independent deme. If on the other hand migration rates are high enough so that an indi-
vidual in any given deme is just as likely to have had a parent in another deme as in its
current place of residence, one would expect that the genotypes favored in a population
of size DN to have the higher probability of fixation. For intermediate migration rates,
the evolutionary dynamics should be reflective of an effective population size of some-
where between N and DN . In particular, for a large number of small demes, we would
expect that a high variance, high mean strategy may be favored given sufficiently high
migration rates,  while if  migration is  low the low variance strategy appropriate to a
smaller population is more likely to become fixed.
The exact effect of migration will also depend on the organism’s life cycle (i.e.
the order in which reproduction, migration and selection take place). Consider first a life
cyclewhere reproduction followed by (soft) selection occurs within each deme, and only
afterwards is there migration where every deme exchanges a fraction m with each of the
(D−1)  remaining demes. In this case, the relevant effects of population size all  take
place within the small demes, and the only metapopulation effect is one of averaging
over demes by "mixing" after selection. It  is  predicted in this case that the effective
population size and the measured fitness of each strategy should not differ substantially
from a model with no migration, apart from the effects of inhomogeneity of allele fre-
quencies between demes.
Note that here the term "effective population size" is used in a somewhat differ-
ent context than its conventional use in population genetics theory. Normally, effective
size is defined with respect to the process of genetic drift, as the size the population
would be in the absence of subdivision, unequal sex ratios, etc. to give the same probabil-
ity of loss or fixation of neutral alleles due to drift. Here, the "effective population size"
is used with respect to the process of selection. Because the effective fitness of a strat-
egy depends on population size and its frequency, we define "effective population size"
as the value Ne  that would give a strategy with a particular variance the same effective
fitness in a non−structured   population. Consequently, the effective size will be with
respect to a given strategy, and thus dependent on both the strategy’s frequency in differ-
ent demes and the total number of individuals.
The  "effective  population  size"  and  effective  selection  coefficient  under  an
island population model (e.g. Wright 1931, Kimura 1953) without spatial structure are
derived from the diffusion approximation, where the parameter m is the proportion of
individuals that the Ith deme exchanges with any one of its D−1 neighbors (therefore, a
proportion m(D−1)  of each deme’s offspring are found in another deme in the next gener-
ation,  with xJi  denoting the frequency of  the ith allele in the Jth deme). We follow
Gillespie’s example of deriving the forward equation of allele frequency from the multi-
variable diffusion equation on absolute frequencies in a diallelic system:
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performing a change of variables in a diallelic case and  collecting terms associated with
the first derivate with respect to pI  (written as p below by an abuse of notation), with x1
and x2  the absolute frequencies of alleles in the Ith deme, the differential operators are:H6L
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Following Gillespie in setting all derivatives with respect to N to zero (assuming a con-
stant population size), the Kolmogorov forward equation for the distribution of pI  is:H7L
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the selection coefficient with respect to the frequency in the Ith deme is (the caveats for
coefficients associated with the variance terms are discussed in the Appendix):H8L
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The "effective population size" Ne,I  for a single deme with respect to the fitness
consequences of N are evaluated by comparing the selection differentials for demes in a
metapopulation to a single deme of comparable size, i.e.
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For the metapopulation as a whole, it is proposed that the effective population size will
simply be the average across all of the demes,
Ne =
ÚI Ne,I
D
It is clear that when m=0, the effective population size will be Ne =N. Further-
more, if the allele frequencies are the same in every deme, N` =N irrespective of the migra-
tion rate. Only if there is asymmetry in allele frequencies in different demes does the
effective population size differ from the census number (as defined by fitness effects
due to offspring variance). If the average frequency in the metapopulation is some value
p, with the Ith deme having pI <p, Ne,I <N for a nonzero migration rate. The reverse is
true for a deme with a higher frequency.  Figure 5a plots effective population size for a
range of frequencies and a migration rate of 0.01 against variance in pI , constrained by
mean metapopulation frequency of 0.5. The same is shown for a migration rate of 0.05
in 5b.
Note the asymmetry here: while the high frequency pJ  deme has Ne,J  somewhat
larger than N, the extent to which the 1−p  frequency deme has a diminished Ne,I  is
greater in magnitude. For example, if the metapopulation with D=10 demes has mean
frequency p=0.5,  a deme with a frequency 0.1 has an effective population size with
respect to selection for variance of  Ne =41.7 when m=0.01 and Ne =16.7 when m=0.1.
When the deme frequency is 0.9, the respective effective population sizes are Ne =51.1
and 64.3. In any metapopulation mean frequency p, this model of migration will lead to
an overall decrease in effective population size in all of the demes with increasing migra-
tion rate and increasing asymmetry in allele frequencies between demes. 
Unless there are great asymmetries in allele frequencies in different demes, the
difference  between  the  migration  model  outlined  above  and  one  without  migration
should not be pronounced. Indeed, individual based simulations on 10 demes of 50 indi-
viduals behave much like single N=50 populations when the initial frequencies are set to
0.5 or 1/50 in every deme (favoring the low variance strategy even when the mean fit-
ness of the high variance strategy is somewhat greater, as in Figures 3 and 4). The only
noticeable effect is that for higher migration rates the fixation probability of the high
variance strategy becomes higher (almost always at unity for nonzero values of m) com-
pared to values of 0.98 (for p=0.5) and 0.94 (for p=0.02). This reflects the lower average
effective population size caused by inhomogeneities in allele frequency across demes,
which is likely to arise as a consequence of genetic drift in each trial. The effects are
even more prounounced if one begins with an asymmetry where half the demes are near
fixation for one strategy and the rest at near fixation for the other.
If the sequence of events in the life cycle is reversed, i.e.  reproduction and migra-
tion occur prior to selection, the dynamics and influence of population size are entirely
different. Consider a set of D demes where migration between demes occurs prior to
reproduction  but  before  selection.  Where  in  the  previous  case  all  selection  occured
within a deme of size N and the only effect of migration was due to differences in intr-
ademic allele frequency, here the actual pool of individuals that can contribute to a deme
prior to selection is larger due to migration. Because the fitness decrement due to off-
spring variance varies inversely with the number of individuals sampled in each genera-
tion, migration prior to selection should, all  else being equal,  decrease the effects of
variance in offspring number.
A heuristic for the effective size of the metapopulation as a whole is the size of
the pool from which an individual from any deme could come from. In the absence of
migration, there are only N such choices, while with full mixing (m=1/D), the effective
pool is the full metapopulation size ND.  For an intermediate migration rates, the num-
ber of individuals contributing the the "migrant pool" is  mDN, while in every deme
there are a remaining (1−m)DN  individuals. It is proposed without proof that the effec-
tive population size of the metapopulation is the weighted average of the non−migrants
and the migrant pool, i.e.
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It is clear that when m=0, the effective population size will be Ne =N. Further-
more, if the allele frequencies are the same in every deme, N` =N irrespective of the migra-
tion rate. Only if there is asymmetry in allele frequencies in different demes does the
effective population size differ from the census number (as defined by fitness effects
due to offspring variance). If the average frequency in the metapopulation is some value
p, with the Ith deme having pI <p, Ne,I <N for a nonzero migration rate. The reverse is
true for a deme with a higher frequency.  Figure 5a plots effective population size for a
range of frequencies and a migration rate of 0.01 against variance in pI , constrained by
mean metapopulation frequency of 0.5. The same is shown for a migration rate of 0.05
in 5b.
Note the asymmetry here: while the high frequency pJ  deme has Ne,J  somewhat
larger than N, the extent to which the 1−p  frequency deme has a diminished Ne,I  is
greater in magnitude. For example, if the metapopulation with D=10 demes has mean
frequency p=0.5,  a deme with a frequency 0.1 has an effective population size with
respect to selection for variance of  Ne =41.7 when m=0.01 and Ne =16.7 when m=0.1.
When the deme frequency is 0.9, the respective effective population sizes are Ne =51.1
and 64.3. In any metapopulation mean frequency p, this model of migration will lead to
an overall decrease in effective population size in all of the demes with increasing migra-
tion rate and increasing asymmetry in allele frequencies between demes. 
Unless there are great asymmetries in allele frequencies in different demes, the
difference  between  the  migration  model  outlined  above  and  one  without  migration
should not be pronounced. Indeed, individual based simulations on 10 demes of 50 indi-
viduals behave much like single N=50 populations when the initial frequencies are set to
0.5 or 1/50 in every deme (favoring the low variance strategy even when the mean fit-
ness of the high variance strategy is somewhat greater, as in Figures 3 and 4). The only
noticeable effect is that for higher migration rates the fixation probability of the high
variance strategy becomes higher (almost always at unity for nonzero values of m) com-
pared to values of 0.98 (for p=0.5) and 0.94 (for p=0.02). This reflects the lower average
effective population size caused by inhomogeneities in allele frequency across demes,
which is likely to arise as a consequence of genetic drift in each trial. The effects are
even more prounounced if one begins with an asymmetry where half the demes are near
fixation for one strategy and the rest at near fixation for the other.
If the sequence of events in the life cycle is reversed, i.e.  reproduction and migra-
tion occur prior to selection, the dynamics and influence of population size are entirely
different. Consider a set of D demes where migration between demes occurs prior to
reproduction  but  before  selection.  Where  in  the  previous  case  all  selection  occured
within a deme of size N and the only effect of migration was due to differences in intr-
ademic allele frequency, here the actual pool of individuals that can contribute to a deme
prior to selection is larger due to migration. Because the fitness decrement due to off-
spring variance varies inversely with the number of individuals sampled in each genera-
tion, migration prior to selection should, all  else being equal,  decrease the effects of
variance in offspring number.
A heuristic for the effective size of the metapopulation as a whole is the size of
the pool from which an individual from any deme could come from. In the absence of
migration, there are only N such choices, while with full mixing (m=1/D), the effective
pool is the full metapopulation size ND.  For an intermediate migration rates, the num-
ber of individuals contributing the the "migrant pool" is  mDN, while in every deme
there are a remaining (1−m)DN  individuals. It is proposed without proof that the effec-
tive population size of the metapopulation is the weighted average of the non−migrants
and the migrant pool, i.e.
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It is clear that when m=0, the effective population size will be Ne =N. Further-
more, if the allele frequencies are the same in every deme, N` =N irrespective of the migra-
tion rate. Only if there is asymmetry in allele frequencies in different demes does the
effective population size differ from the census number (as defined by fitness effects
due to offspring variance). If the average frequency in the metapopulation is some value
p, with the Ith deme having pI <p, Ne,I <N for a nonzero migration rate. The reverse is
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range of frequencies and a migration rate of 0.01 against variance in pI , constrained by
mean metapopulation frequency of 0.5. The same is shown for a migration rate of 0.05
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Note the asymmetry here: while the high frequency pJ  deme has Ne,J  somewhat
larger than N, the extent to which the 1−p  frequency deme has a diminished Ne,I  is
greater in magnitude. For example, if the metapopulation with D=10 demes has mean
frequency p=0.5,  a deme with a frequency 0.1 has an effective population size with
respect to selection for variance of  Ne =41.7 when m=0.01 and Ne =16.7 when m=0.1.
When the deme frequency is 0.9, the respective effective population sizes are Ne =51.1
and 64.3. In any metapopulation mean frequency p, this model of migration will lead to
an overall decrease in effective population size in all of the demes with increasing migra-
tion rate and increasing asymmetry in allele frequencies between demes. 
Unless there are great asymmetries in allele frequencies in different demes, the
difference  between  the  migration  model  outlined  above  and  one  without  migration
should not be pronounced. Indeed, individual based simulations on 10 demes of 50 indi-
viduals behave much like single N=50 populations when the initial frequencies are set to
0.5 or 1/50 in every deme (favoring the low variance strategy even when the mean fit-
ness of the high variance strategy is somewhat greater, as in Figures 3 and 4). The only
noticeable effect is that for higher migration rates the fixation probability of the high
variance strategy becomes higher (almost always at unity for nonzero values of m) com-
pared to values of 0.98 (for p=0.5) and 0.94 (for p=0.02). This reflects the lower average
effective population size caused by inhomogeneities in allele frequency across demes,
which is likely to arise as a consequence of genetic drift in each trial. The effects are
even more prounounced if one begins with an asymmetry where half the demes are near
fixation for one strategy and the rest at near fixation for the other.
If the sequence of events in the life cycle is reversed, i.e.  reproduction and migra-
tion occur prior to selection, the dynamics and influence of population size are entirely
different. Consider a set of D demes where migration between demes occurs prior to
reproduction  but  before  selection.  Where  in  the  previous  case  all  selection  occured
within a deme of size N and the only effect of migration was due to differences in intr-
ademic allele frequency, here the actual pool of individuals that can contribute to a deme
prior to selection is larger due to migration. Because the fitness decrement due to off-
spring variance varies inversely with the number of individuals sampled in each genera-
tion, migration prior to selection should, all  else being equal,  decrease the effects of
variance in offspring number.
A heuristic for the effective size of the metapopulation as a whole is the size of
the pool from which an individual from any deme could come from. In the absence of
migration, there are only N such choices, while with full mixing (m=1/D), the effective
pool is the full metapopulation size ND.  For an intermediate migration rates, the num-
ber of individuals contributing the the "migrant pool" is  mDN, while in every deme
there are a remaining (1−m)DN  individuals. It is proposed without proof that the effec-
tive population size of the metapopulation is the weighted average of the non−migrants
and the migrant pool, i.e.H10L Ne = H1 - mL N + mDN
so that allele frequencies in the metapopulation should behave as if there were a single
deme of size Ne . This proposed estimate of effective population size is proposed with-
out proof, as there doesn’t seem to be a non−circular  means of deriving it directly from
the diffusion equations (i.e.  without assuming a higher effective size in deriving the
diffusion equations).
When migration is  near zero, (10) predicts that in a case where there are 10
demes of  50 individuals each and two competing strategies where the high variance
strategy is  also  has  a  higher  arithmetic  mean fitness   (i.e.  w1 =0.9,  w2 =1,  Σ12 =0.81,
Σ2
2
=9) the effective population size is near 50 and the low variance strategy should tend
towards fixation. In contrast, when m is sufficiently high for Ne =82 (the critical value
for the effective fitnesses to be equal in a single deme). Specifically, the migration rate
which produces an  effective population size Ne  is  m= N-NeNH1-DL ,  which for  the critical
value in  this  example is  m=0.07 (corresponding to an average of  just  over 3.5 total
migrants from each deme every generation).
Individual based simulations confirm these heuristic results. All simulations are
for  D=10 demes, each with N=50 individuals. Starting with initial frequencies at 0.5
and 0.02 (1 invading genotype of a given strategy in each deme)  for both the high and
low variance, Figure 6a,c plots the probability of fixing the low variance strategy as a
function of the number of migrants exchanged between individual demes for p=0.5 and
p=0.02, while 6b does the same for the high variance, high mean strategy.
It can be seen that with low migration, the low variance strategy has a much
higher probability of  fixation ,  while for higher migration rates, the higher variance,
higher mean strategy starts to enjoy an advantage, as it would in a single deme of a
larger population size. Even for the relatively low migration rate of 1.5 (corresponding
to a total  of  13.55 migrants per deme),  the high mean, high variance strategy has a
higher probability of fixation given equal initial frequency.
The migration rate at which the effective fitness of the high variance strategy
becomes higher than that of the low variance genotype is  somewhat higher than the
value predicted from (10). Whether this is due to genetic drift in the simulations or to
the fact that the (10) is not the actual effective population size for this model of migra-
tion is unclear.
Furthermore, in any model combining selection and migration, there is an addi-
tional caveat in that the diffusion approximation assumes that selection, reproduction,
and  migration  occur  more  or  less  simultaneously.  The  individual  based  simulations
suggest that the order in which migration and selection occur do in fact matter, conse-
quently, the diffusion approximation seems to correctly predict the behavior of the pro-
cess when selection occurs prior to migration but not the reverse.
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It can be seen that with low migration, the low variance strategy has a much
higher probability of  fixation ,  while for higher migration rates, the higher variance,
higher mean strategy starts to enjoy an advantage, as it would in a single deme of a
larger population size. Even for the relatively low migration rate of 1.5 (corresponding
to a total  of  13.55 migrants per deme),  the high mean, high variance strategy has a
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The migration rate at which the effective fitness of the high variance strategy
becomes higher than that of the low variance genotype is  somewhat higher than the
value predicted from (10). Whether this is due to genetic drift in the simulations or to
the fact that the (10) is not the actual effective population size for this model of migra-
tion is unclear.
Furthermore, in any model combining selection and migration, there is an addi-
tional caveat in that the diffusion approximation assumes that selection, reproduction,
and  migration  occur  more  or  less  simultaneously.  The  individual  based  simulations
suggest that the order in which migration and selection occur do in fact matter, conse-
quently, the diffusion approximation seems to correctly predict the behavior of the pro-
cess when selection occurs prior to migration but not the reverse.
à Discussion: Variance and Bet−Hedging
The results for competition between high and low variance strategies found here
are qualitatively concordant with the work of others. For equal mean numbers of off-
spring, the higher variance strategy will tend to be disfavored for reasons outlined in the
introduction, while in a high variance strategy with a higher arithmetic mean there is a
trade−off   between gain in "effective fitness" due to a higher mean versus a cost to hav-
ing a higher variance in offspring. One can readily imagine scenarios where such a trade−
off  exists in nature, namely, organisms can produce more offspring, but in doing so,
there is a higher probability of clutch failure due to limited resources. 
To use a concrete example touched upon in the introduction, there may be a
trade−off  between semelparity and iteroparity, where semelparity allows a larger total
reproductive output while iteroparity gives a lower variance in surviving offspring. The
extent of the trade−off   itself depends on parameters such as population size and initial
frequencies of the strategies in question. Consequently, in competitions between iteropa-
rous and semelparous strategies in nature, the probability of fixation of one or the other
genotype will not be determined by mean and variance alone. This suggests that any
empirical studies of the evolution of iteroparity, semelparity, or other changes in off-
spring variance should take into account  the implicit frequency and density dependence
of the process.
The results for multideme models with migration suggest that metapopulation
dynamics may further complicate selection for high or low variance strategies. If a metap-
opulation consists of many small demes, selection may favor a strategy with lower vari-
ance and lower mean locally while favoring the opposite strategy "globally" given suffi-
cient migration. It would seem that for a low or intermediate migration rate a fast/slow
dynamic could arise where short−term  quasi−equilibria  in favor of the low variance, low
mean strategy occur within each deme, while a long term dynamic drives the high vari-
ance, high mean strategy to fixation. Because the complexity of the model with multiple
demes, neither the existence nor non−existence  of such behavior could be proven, but at
least for the parameters investigated with the individual based simulations, no fast/slow
dynamics were observed. A strategy that was initially favored by selection would tend to
remain favored throughout the process, and any deviation from this pattern could readily
be  attributed  to  drift.  Furthermore,  the  calculated "effective fitness"  for  a  migration
model does not imply any kind of time dependence. A strategy is either more or less fit
given the parameters related to reproduction and the migration rate.
Finally, it is worth making some general remarks about the evolution of variance
in offspring number in the broader context of biological bet−hedging.  By producing
multiple clutches with fewer offspring, organisms can reduce the variance in fitness by
spreading the risk. This applies to both within−generation  variance in offspring number
(treated here and in Gillespie 1974) and to variance between generations due to a fluctuat-
ing environment (Gillespie 1973, Ewens 2003). While the estimated quantity to be opti-
mized differs in the two cases (we = w - Σ2N  for within−generation  variance, w− Σ
2
2 w or
the geometric mean in the case of a varying environment), both increase effective fitness
by decreasing variance.
Risk−spreading  may have wider implications in evolutionary biology. In particu-
lar, sexual reproduction and genetic recombination may be seen as one means by which
organisms hedge  their  bets  to  deal  with  fluctuating environments within or  between
generations (Maynard Smith 1975). A phenotypically diverse set of offspring will be
more likely to have some individuals who are suited to particular environmental condi-
tions. If the geometric mean is indeed a good measure for the long−term  performance of
an evolutionary strategy, then one would expect that sexual reproduction, by producing
a range of phenotypes in each generation, would have the higher expected fitness over
several  generations.  The  higher  geometric  mean  and  lower  variance  in  surviving
offspring  associated  with  sexual  reproduction  was  proposed  by  Doebeli  and  Koella
(2001) to stabilize population size fluctuations in much the same way that iteroparity
and lower offspring variance has been shown to stabilize population size (Luethy 2000,
Koella 2001 unpublished). If there is hard selection and populations can expand or con-
tract in  every generation (which further complicates matters in that relative fitnesses
change with population size), then a strategy that leads to wide fluctuations can poten-
tially drive the population to extinction even when the mean growth rate is higher than
that  of  a  competing  low  variance  strategy.  The  long−term  stability  of  populations
imposes a population−level  selection process that can potentially run counter to individ-
ual level selection. Consequently, even if individual selection favors a high mean and
high variance strategy, in the long term the high variance strategy may still go to extinc-
tion because demes where the strategy is fixed are more likely to crash. As a result,
group selection (Wilson 1983) may favor a low variance "bet hedging" strategy even
where the opposing strategy is favored by individual selection.
In summary, the evolution of variance in reproductive success may be behind a
range of phenomena in life history evolution, demograhics, and possibly even the origin
of genetic systems and macroevolutionary trends. It has been shown that even in a rela-
tively simple system: variance in offspring number combined with interdemic migration,
the population and evolutionary dynamics will  be quite different than in the case of
selection on mean numbers of offspring alone.
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The results for competition between high and low variance strategies found here
are qualitatively concordant with the work of others. For equal mean numbers of off-
spring, the higher variance strategy will tend to be disfavored for reasons outlined in the
introduction, while in a high variance strategy with a higher arithmetic mean there is a
trade−off   between gain in "effective fitness" due to a higher mean versus a cost to hav-
ing a higher variance in offspring. One can readily imagine scenarios where such a trade−
off  exists in nature, namely, organisms can produce more offspring, but in doing so,
there is a higher probability of clutch failure due to limited resources. 
To use a concrete example touched upon in the introduction, there may be a
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spring variance should take into account  the implicit frequency and density dependence
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demes, neither the existence nor non−existence  of such behavior could be proven, but at
least for the parameters investigated with the individual based simulations, no fast/slow
dynamics were observed. A strategy that was initially favored by selection would tend to
remain favored throughout the process, and any deviation from this pattern could readily
be  attributed  to  drift.  Furthermore,  the  calculated "effective fitness"  for  a  migration
model does not imply any kind of time dependence. A strategy is either more or less fit
given the parameters related to reproduction and the migration rate.
Finally, it is worth making some general remarks about the evolution of variance
in offspring number in the broader context of biological bet−hedging.  By producing
multiple clutches with fewer offspring, organisms can reduce the variance in fitness by
spreading the risk. This applies to both within−generation  variance in offspring number
(treated here and in Gillespie 1974) and to variance between generations due to a fluctuat-
ing environment (Gillespie 1973, Ewens 2003). While the estimated quantity to be opti-
mized differs in the two cases (we = w - Σ2N  for within−generation  variance, w− Σ
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the geometric mean in the case of a varying environment), both increase effective fitness
by decreasing variance.
Risk−spreading  may have wider implications in evolutionary biology. In particu-
lar, sexual reproduction and genetic recombination may be seen as one means by which
organisms hedge  their  bets  to  deal  with  fluctuating environments within or  between
generations (Maynard Smith 1975). A phenotypically diverse set of offspring will be
more likely to have some individuals who are suited to particular environmental condi-
tions. If the geometric mean is indeed a good measure for the long−term  performance of
an evolutionary strategy, then one would expect that sexual reproduction, by producing
a range of phenotypes in each generation, would have the higher expected fitness over
several  generations.  The  higher  geometric  mean  and  lower  variance  in  surviving
offspring  associated  with  sexual  reproduction  was  proposed  by  Doebeli  and  Koella
(2001) to stabilize population size fluctuations in much the same way that iteroparity
and lower offspring variance has been shown to stabilize population size (Luethy 2000,
Koella 2001 unpublished). If there is hard selection and populations can expand or con-
tract in  every generation (which further complicates matters in that relative fitnesses
change with population size), then a strategy that leads to wide fluctuations can poten-
tially drive the population to extinction even when the mean growth rate is higher than
that  of  a  competing  low  variance  strategy.  The  long−term  stability  of  populations
imposes a population−level  selection process that can potentially run counter to individ-
ual level selection. Consequently, even if individual selection favors a high mean and
high variance strategy, in the long term the high variance strategy may still go to extinc-
tion because demes where the strategy is fixed are more likely to crash. As a result,
group selection (Wilson 1983) may favor a low variance "bet hedging" strategy even
where the opposing strategy is favored by individual selection.
In summary, the evolution of variance in reproductive success may be behind a
range of phenomena in life history evolution, demograhics, and possibly even the origin
of genetic systems and macroevolutionary trends. It has been shown that even in a rela-
tively simple system: variance in offspring number combined with interdemic migration,
the population and evolutionary dynamics will  be quite different than in the case of
selection on mean numbers of offspring alone.
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The results for competition between high and low variance strategies found here
are qualitatively concordant with the work of others. For equal mean numbers of off-
spring, the higher variance strategy will tend to be disfavored for reasons outlined in the
introduction, while in a high variance strategy with a higher arithmetic mean there is a
trade−off   between gain in "effective fitness" due to a higher mean versus a cost to hav-
ing a higher variance in offspring. One can readily imagine scenarios where such a trade−
off  exists in nature, namely, organisms can produce more offspring, but in doing so,
there is a higher probability of clutch failure due to limited resources. 
To use a concrete example touched upon in the introduction, there may be a
trade−off  between semelparity and iteroparity, where semelparity allows a larger total
reproductive output while iteroparity gives a lower variance in surviving offspring. The
extent of the trade−off   itself depends on parameters such as population size and initial
frequencies of the strategies in question. Consequently, in competitions between iteropa-
rous and semelparous strategies in nature, the probability of fixation of one or the other
genotype will not be determined by mean and variance alone. This suggests that any
empirical studies of the evolution of iteroparity, semelparity, or other changes in off-
spring variance should take into account  the implicit frequency and density dependence
of the process.
The results for multideme models with migration suggest that metapopulation
dynamics may further complicate selection for high or low variance strategies. If a metap-
opulation consists of many small demes, selection may favor a strategy with lower vari-
ance and lower mean locally while favoring the opposite strategy "globally" given suffi-
cient migration. It would seem that for a low or intermediate migration rate a fast/slow
dynamic could arise where short−term  quasi−equilibria  in favor of the low variance, low
mean strategy occur within each deme, while a long term dynamic drives the high vari-
ance, high mean strategy to fixation. Because the complexity of the model with multiple
demes, neither the existence nor non−existence  of such behavior could be proven, but at
least for the parameters investigated with the individual based simulations, no fast/slow
dynamics were observed. A strategy that was initially favored by selection would tend to
remain favored throughout the process, and any deviation from this pattern could readily
be  attributed  to  drift.  Furthermore,  the  calculated "effective fitness"  for  a  migration
model does not imply any kind of time dependence. A strategy is either more or less fit
given the parameters related to reproduction and the migration rate.
Finally, it is worth making some general remarks about the evolution of variance
in offspring number in the broader context of biological bet−hedging.  By producing
multiple clutches with fewer offspring, organisms can reduce the variance in fitness by
spreading the risk. This applies to both within−generation  variance in offspring number
(treated here and in Gillespie 1974) and to variance between generations due to a fluctuat-
ing environment (Gillespie 1973, Ewens 2003). While the estimated quantity to be opti-
mized differs in the two cases (we = w - Σ2N  for within−generation  variance, w− Σ
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the geometric mean in the case of a varying environment), both increase effective fitness
by decreasing variance.
Risk−spreading  may have wider implications in evolutionary biology. In particu-
lar, sexual reproduction and genetic recombination may be seen as one means by which
organisms hedge  their  bets  to  deal  with  fluctuating environments within or  between
generations (Maynard Smith 1975). A phenotypically diverse set of offspring will be
more likely to have some individuals who are suited to particular environmental condi-
tions. If the geometric mean is indeed a good measure for the long−term  performance of
an evolutionary strategy, then one would expect that sexual reproduction, by producing
a range of phenotypes in each generation, would have the higher expected fitness over
several  generations.  The  higher  geometric  mean  and  lower  variance  in  surviving
offspring  associated  with  sexual  reproduction  was  proposed  by  Doebeli  and  Koella
(2001) to stabilize population size fluctuations in much the same way that iteroparity
and lower offspring variance has been shown to stabilize population size (Luethy 2000,
Koella 2001 unpublished). If there is hard selection and populations can expand or con-
tract in  every generation (which further complicates matters in that relative fitnesses
change with population size), then a strategy that leads to wide fluctuations can poten-
tially drive the population to extinction even when the mean growth rate is higher than
that  of  a  competing  low  variance  strategy.  The  long−term  stability  of  populations
imposes a population−level  selection process that can potentially run counter to individ-
ual level selection. Consequently, even if individual selection favors a high mean and
high variance strategy, in the long term the high variance strategy may still go to extinc-
tion because demes where the strategy is fixed are more likely to crash. As a result,
group selection (Wilson 1983) may favor a low variance "bet hedging" strategy even
where the opposing strategy is favored by individual selection.
In summary, the evolution of variance in reproductive success may be behind a
range of phenomena in life history evolution, demograhics, and possibly even the origin
of genetic systems and macroevolutionary trends. It has been shown that even in a rela-
tively simple system: variance in offspring number combined with interdemic migration,
the population and evolutionary dynamics will  be quite different than in the case of
selection on mean numbers of offspring alone.
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The results for competition between high and low variance strategies found here
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off  exists in nature, namely, organisms can produce more offspring, but in doing so,
there is a higher probability of clutch failure due to limited resources. 
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in offspring number in the broader context of biological bet−hedging.  By producing
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mized differs in the two cases (we = w - Σ2N  for within−generation  variance, w− Σ
2
2 w or
the geometric mean in the case of a varying environment), both increase effective fitness
by decreasing variance.
Risk−spreading  may have wider implications in evolutionary biology. In particu-
lar, sexual reproduction and genetic recombination may be seen as one means by which
organisms hedge  their  bets  to  deal  with  fluctuating environments within or  between
generations (Maynard Smith 1975). A phenotypically diverse set of offspring will be
more likely to have some individuals who are suited to particular environmental condi-
tions. If the geometric mean is indeed a good measure for the long−term  performance of
an evolutionary strategy, then one would expect that sexual reproduction, by producing
a range of phenotypes in each generation, would have the higher expected fitness over
several  generations.  The  higher  geometric  mean  and  lower  variance  in  surviving
offspring  associated  with  sexual  reproduction  was  proposed  by  Doebeli  and  Koella
(2001) to stabilize population size fluctuations in much the same way that iteroparity
and lower offspring variance has been shown to stabilize population size (Luethy 2000,
Koella 2001 unpublished). If there is hard selection and populations can expand or con-
tract in  every generation (which further complicates matters in that relative fitnesses
change with population size), then a strategy that leads to wide fluctuations can poten-
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that  of  a  competing  low  variance  strategy.  The  long−term  stability  of  populations
imposes a population−level  selection process that can potentially run counter to individ-
ual level selection. Consequently, even if individual selection favors a high mean and
high variance strategy, in the long term the high variance strategy may still go to extinc-
tion because demes where the strategy is fixed are more likely to crash. As a result,
group selection (Wilson 1983) may favor a low variance "bet hedging" strategy even
where the opposing strategy is favored by individual selection.
In summary, the evolution of variance in reproductive success may be behind a
range of phenomena in life history evolution, demograhics, and possibly even the origin
of genetic systems and macroevolutionary trends. It has been shown that even in a rela-
tively simple system: variance in offspring number combined with interdemic migration,
the population and evolutionary dynamics will  be quite different than in the case of
selection on mean numbers of offspring alone.
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à Appendix: Some Questions and Comments On the Derivation of 
Effective Fitness and Population Size in Gillespie (1974)
The measure of effective fitness in Gillespie 1974 (G74) for within generation
variance in offspring number was used in this study because at least as an approximation
it correctly predicts the fixation probabilities of various strategies in individual based
simulations, and because it offers a useful heuristic for predicting the effect of migration
(and effective population size) on the relative success of strategies in a metapopulation.
However,  a  straightforward  analysis  by  substituting  differential  operators
(following his own procedure) does not give a result consistent with G74. Following his
method, we begin with a bivariate diffusion equation on the absolute numbers of two
haploid genotypes (Feller 1951) and performing a change of variables by expressing the
absolute numbers in terms of population size n and allele (genotype) frequency p.
If  for  two  genotypes  the  mean  numbers  of  offspring  are  w1 =1+Μ1  and
w2 =1+Μ2 and the variances in offspring number produced in each generation are Σ12  and
Σ2
2
, the bivariate Kolmogorov forward equation is:HA .1L
¶ Φ Hx1, x2, tL
¶t
= -â
i
Μi  
¶

¶x
@xi  Φ HxLD + Σi 22  ¶2¶x2 @xi  Φ HxLD
where x0 =x(0), as the backward equation describes the probability distribution on initial
frequencies given a frequency at time t while the forward equation describes the distribu-
tion of frequencies at time t given an initial frequency (Kimura 1964). Note that in this
model, the only contribution to the diffusion term is due to the variance in the number of
offspring, gametic sample variance (genetic drift proper) is not taken into account in this
model for the sake of simplicy.
In  order  to  derive the  terms for  expected directional change and variance of
allele frequencies (see Eq. 6 in the main text), the forward equation in terms of p and N
with the differential terms of Φ grouped together is:
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model for the sake of simplicy.
In  order  to  derive the  terms for  expected directional change and variance of
allele frequencies (see Eq. 6 in the main text), the forward equation in terms of p and N
with the differential terms of Φ grouped together is:HA .2L
¶ Φ Hp, tL

¶t
= H-Μ1 - Μ2 L Φ + ikjjp H1 - pL HΜ2 - Μ1L + HH1 - pL Σ12 - pΣ22LN y{zz ¶ Φ¶p -ikj p H1 - 2 p - p2L Σ12 + p2  H1 - pL Σ222 N y{z ¶2 Φ¶p2 +HΣ12 + Σ22 - N  HΜ1 p + Μ2 H1 - pLLL ¶ Φ¶N + p H1 - pL HΣ12 - Σ22 L ¶2 Φ¶ N  ¶p +I N2 Hp Σ12 + H1 - pL Σ22LM ¶2 Φ¶N2
If it is assumed that population size is constant, then the distribution Φ(p,N,t) has a local
optimum at N=N` , and all of the partial derivatives with respect to N can be set to 0.
The desired structure of a Kolmogorov forward equation on p is then of the form:HA .3L
¶ Φ Hp, tL

¶t
= -
¶

¶p
@M  HpL Φ HxLD + 12  ¶2¶p2 @V  HpL Φ HxLD
V(p) is obtained in a straightforward manner from A.2. The term ¶2 Φ¶p2  in A.2 will
(from the sum rule of derivatives) have the coefficient V(p). Therefore:HA .4 aL V  HpL = p H1 - pL
N
 HH1 - pL Σ12 + pΣ22L
To obtain M(p), we note that the coefficient associated with ¶Φ¶p  in (A.2) has two contri-
butions from (A.4): C ¶Φ¶p =( ¶ VHpL¶ p  −M(p))¶Φ¶p . If the partial derivatives with respect to n
are  included,  the  derivatives  with  respect  to  n  of  the  coefficient  associated  with
¶2 Φ¶ N ¶p also contribute to the right−hand  side, here they are zero regardless).
Solving for M(p), we obtain
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Which differs from Gillespie’s result in having an additional factor of 3 associated with
the variance terms (Which, if correct, predicts a qualitatively different effective fitness.
For example, the critical population size where the fitnesses are equal for a system with
Μ1 > Μ2  and Σ12 > Σ22  is 3 times larger than it is with Gillespie’s measure). In spite of
the inconsitencies in his derivation, G74 is more consistent with the numerical results,
hence its use throughout the paper in derivations involving migration terms.
Furthermore, the coefficients of the Φ term in A.2 differ from what is derived
from G74 eq. 3, which isHA .5L
¶ Φ Hp, N, tL

¶t
= -
¶

¶p
Ap H1 - pL ikjΜ1 - Μ2 - Σ12 - Σ22N y{z Φ Hp, N, tLE +
1
2  
¶2

¶p2
A p H1 - pL
N
 HH1 - pL Σ12 + pΣ22L Φ Hp, N, tLE -
¶

¶N
@N  HΜ1 p + Μ2 H1 - pLL Φ Hp, N, tLD + 12  ¶2¶N2 @N Hp Σ12 + H1 - pL Σ22L Φ Hp, N, tLD +
¶2

¶ N  ¶p
@p H1 - pL HΣ12 - Σ22 L Φ Hp, N, tLD
calculating derivatives and collecting coefficients here, one obtains the following terms
which differ from those in A2 (the coefficients for the first derivative with respect to N
also differ, but are not shown as they do not influence the outcome):HA .5 aL - HHΜ1 + Σ12L H1 - pL + HΜ2 + Σ22L p L ΦHA .5 bL J p H1 - pL HΜ2 - Μ1L + 1 - 2 pN HH1 - pL Σ12 - pΣ22LN ¶ Φ¶p
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In summary, at least using Gillespie’s change of variables applied to the bivari-
ate diffusion equation, the differential terms in the expansion are not consistent with G74
M  HpL = p H1 - pL ikjΜ1 - Μ2 + Σ12 - Σ22N y{z
It  should  be  noted  in  passing  that  the  outcome  of  the  change  of  variables
depends entirely on the choice of differential operators. As far as the author understood
Gillespie’s methods,  his  change of  variables were followed. However,  if  one uses  a
parameterization that assumes n fixed from the start, i.e.
p = x1
N
, N = x1 + x2
¶ Φ

¶x1
=
¶ Φ

¶p
 
¶ p

¶x1
=
1

N
 
¶ Φ

¶p
;
¶ Φ

¶x2
=
-1

N
 
¶ Φ

¶p
;
¶2 Φ

¶x1 2
= J 1
N
N2  ¶2 Φ
¶p2
;
¶2 Φ

¶x2 2
= J -1
N
N2  ¶2 Φ
¶p2
;
and substitute these differential operators into (A.1), we obtain and entirely different
diffusion equations for frequency p:
¶ Φ Hp, tL

¶t
= HΜ2 - Μ1L Φ + HH1 - pL Μ2 - pΜ1 - Σ22 + Σ12L ¶ Φ¶p + 12 N  HpΣ12 + H1 - pL Σ22L ¶2 Φ¶p2
which, while technically correct, corresponds to neither the previous calculations nor to
Gillespie’s result.  It  is  therefore possible that Gillespie’s result  may follow from the
correct choice in a change of variable (in any case, his results are consistent with the
results of individual based simulations in predicting "critical" N while the above results
are not, which is why they were used in calculating effective population size with migra-
tion), but the author was unable to reconstruct this result following the proposed change
of variables in G74.
A number of technical problems can arise in transforming a bivariate equation to
a univariate equation, so that the derived univariate diffusion equation depends on the
change of variables, any number of which may be consistant with a constant N. How-
ever, an investigation of the problem is beyond the scope of this paper.
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à Figure Captions
Figure 1:
Effective fitness as a function of population size
a. The mean fitness values are equal (w1 =w2 =1) while Σ12 =0.9 and Σ22 =9. The effective
fitness  is  here  shown as  a  function of  population  size  (the  low variance strategy is
always more fit, though the fitness values converge asymptotically at large N).
b.  As above,  only the high variance strategy also has  a  higher  mean fitness (w2 =1,
w1 =0.9).
Figure 2:
Fixation probabilities of the high variance strategy are calculated from the Kolmogorov
backward equations  using  numerical  integration,  here  shown as  a  function of  initial
allele frequency. The arithmetic mean fitnesses are equal and the fixation probability
depends only on initial frequency and the variance, not on population size. The fixation
probability of the higher variance strategy (for Σ12 =9, Σ22 =0.9) is shown as a function of
initial frequency.
Figure 3:
Fixation probabilities are calculated for various population sizes from the Kolmogorov
backward equations using numerical integration.
a. In the case where the genotype with a higher mean fitness (w1 =1, w2 =0.9) also has a
higher variance ( Σ12 =9 and Σ22 =0.81), the fixation probability of the high variance strat-
egy is calculated given an initial frequency p=0.5 for a range of population sizes.
b. Here, the invasion probability of the high variance strategy is calculated (i.e. high
variance strategy has an initial frequency of 1/N).
c. The probability of invasion of the low variance strategy given the parametrs in 3a,
with the low variance strategy has an intial frequency of 1/N.
Figure 4:
Individual based simulations for various deme sizes.
a. The fixation probability of the low variance strategy ( Σ12 =9, Σ22 =0.9) is shown for
various population sizes.
b.−d.  These individual based simulations has the same parameters as for Figures 3a−c.
Figure 5:
"Effective population size" is plotted for different distributions of intrademic allele fre-
quency (of either strategy)  for a 10 deme metapopulation where the mean frequency is
at  0.5.  The  populations  chosen  are  {0.5,  0.5,  0.5,  0.5,  0.5,  0.5,  0.5,  0.5,  0.5,  0.5}
(variance = 0),  {0.1, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 0.9} (variance = 0.0355),  {0.1,
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Fixation probabilities for a range of migration rates for a system of D=10 demes, each
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Figure 1:
Effective fitness as a function of population size
a. The mean fitness values are equal (w1 =w2 =1) while Σ12 =0.9 and Σ22 =9. The effective
fitness  is  here  shown as  a  function of  population  size  (the  low variance strategy is
always more fit, though the fitness values converge asymptotically at large N).
b.  As above,  only the high variance strategy also has  a  higher  mean fitness (w2 =1,
w1 =0.9).
Figure 2:
Fixation probabilities of the high variance strategy are calculated from the Kolmogorov
backward equations  using  numerical  integration,  here  shown as  a  function of  initial
allele frequency. The arithmetic mean fitnesses are equal and the fixation probability
depends only on initial frequency and the variance, not on population size. The fixation
probability of the higher variance strategy (for Σ12 =9, Σ22 =0.9) is shown as a function of
initial frequency.
Figure 3:
Fixation probabilities are calculated for various population sizes from the Kolmogorov
backward equations using numerical integration.
a. In the case where the genotype with a higher mean fitness (w1 =1, w2 =0.9) also has a
higher variance ( Σ12 =9 and Σ22 =0.81), the fixation probability of the high variance strat-
egy is calculated given an initial frequency p=0.5 for a range of population sizes.
b. Here, the invasion probability of the high variance strategy is calculated (i.e. high
variance strategy has an initial frequency of 1/N).
c. The probability of invasion of the low variance strategy given the parametrs in 3a,
with the low variance strategy has an intial frequency of 1/N.
Figure 4:
Individual based simulations for various deme sizes.
a. The fixation probability of the low variance strategy ( Σ12 =9, Σ22 =0.9) is shown for
various population sizes.
b.−d.  These individual based simulations has the same parameters as for Figures 3a−c.
Figure 5:
"Effective population size" is plotted for different distributions of intrademic allele fre-
quency (of either strategy)  for a 10 deme metapopulation where the mean frequency is
at  0.5.  The  populations  chosen  are  {0.5,  0.5,  0.5,  0.5,  0.5,  0.5,  0.5,  0.5,  0.5,  0.5}
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b. Migration rate = 0.05
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Fixation probabilities for a range of migration rates for a system of D=10 demes, each
with N=50 individuals. The mean fitness and variance parameters in parts a−c  are the
same as in Figure 3.
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